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Abstract: Although there are many univariate techniques for data analysis in statistics, none of them takes into
account the effects of other variables. In such a case regressional models are being used. Linear regression is
the most common method of studying the linear relation between two or more variables. The regression
presumptions' must be accurately considered to make reliable results of relating two variables and finding the
best models. Without considering the presumptions some problems may occur. The purpose of this research
is to show the correct model construction, select the best kind of model and validation for a simple linear
regression with emphasis on its presumptions. In this paper the regression presumptions specially in forestry
studies is arrested, because forestry studies use regression tests widely and thus the accuracy of results is
completely needed. The most influence of the nullity of presumptions is the biased variance estimation,
regression coefficients and coefficient of determination, also is the biased tests hypothesis and interval
estimation.
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INTRODUCTION tree cover variables in forest ecology studies, statistical

Although there are many univariate techniques for models mainly are used for the discovery and
data analysis in statistics, none of them takes into presentation of descriptive as possible exact of
account the effects of other variables. In such a case relationship between variables [4]. Review of research,
regressional models are being used. Regression analyses revealed the widespread use of simple linear  regression
are using in order to Data description (Descriptive of [5-8]. In Forest ecology studies, the structural relationship
amount of dependency between a variable and favorable between upper and low floors has been recognized
factors), Prediction, Parameters estimation and Control [1]. important [9]. Two criteria, forest canopy [10-12] and
Regression analysis mainly used to predict dependent Basal area [13] have been recognized as the common
variable values by the values of one or more independent criteria for upper forest floor. Tree canopy and basal area
variables [2]. In studying of linear relationship between are considered as the two important variables in most
two or much variables, linear Regression are used as the regression studies [9, 14]. The regression presumptions
widest model [2]. The current model under using in linear must be accurately considered to make reliable results of
Regression are: y  =  + x  + ( ), That  is constant relating two variables and finding the best models.i i

equation,  is line gradient, x and y are independent and Without considering the presumptions some problemsi i

dependent variables respectively and ( ) is regression may occur. Because the effect of violation of one or more
error [3]. In order to investigate the relationship between hypothesis are not visible in the final model [7].

regression method are used. In ecology, the regression
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Emphasized hypotheses on simple linear regression in the set of conditions, the threefold cross-validation
most statistical contexts have discussed in detail [15-18].
There are five hypotheses in relation with regression [19].
These hypotheses are:

Model is correct, if the dependent variable (Y) have
linear relationship with the independent variable (x).
Data that used for fitting the model is a
representative of the desired data.
Errors variance is constant (is homogeneous) In
other words not related to the independent variable
(x) or other variables such as time.
Errors are independent of each other.
Errors have normal distribution. Necessary to meet
these assumptions is determined based on goal of
performing regression [19]. Study at the individual
level (tree individuals of a species) has done on the
Persian oak (Quercus brantii Lindl.). The purpose of
this research is comparison of regression analysis
method with consideration it's hypothesis and
without consideration it's hypothesis for studies of
forest ecology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area: Absardeh forest is located in southern
Zagros Mountains, 30 km from Ardal city, Chaharmahale
and Bakhtiari province, Iran (31°50' to 31°57' N, 50°25' to
502°30' E and elevation 1800-2450 meter at sea level).

Research Methodology
Methodology for Determining the Regression Model Is
Included:

Verification of simple linear regression model
assumptions:
Determination of validation method of simple linear
regression model:

In engineering jobs in what is common is that one-
third of data are excluded to validation and two-thirds of
data that remain are used for modeling [20]. In which case,
it is called Threefold cross-validation. Various studies
have shown that the number of classes and data grouping
and its impact on value prediction errors, first, have been
different. For example, some tenfold cross-validation [3],
some fivefold cross-validation [3, 21] and some lack of
difference between the above three types of validation,
have emphasized [22]. Secondly, it has also relation to be
large or small data's series. In this paper, pay  attention  to

method was used. In this method, first, have considered
whole data's on view of to be normal until consider being
parametric or nonparametric regression method [23]. Then
data series were randomly divided into 3 groups and
repeat all the steps of determination of regression model
in any order, were as follows.

Outlier Analysis: Outlier and Limit values have so great
importance in the regression analysis [14]. Regression line
as the average conditions is sensitive to the presence of
outliers as  the  average  specimens  than  it  is  sensitive.
In this stage, multivariate outlier detection were used for
investigate of outliers. In this way, mahalonobis distance
square is calculated for each data through the following
mathematical relationship and its significant is also clear
[2, 24].

Regression Hypothesis Testing:

If the dependent variable (Y) have linear relationship
with the independent variable (x), the model form is
correct. For check this hypothesis, several methods
were used. A method was using of scatter plot. Form
of scatter plot is marker of the presence or absence of
linear relationship [15, 19]. The second method was
test of the linear relationship hypothesis that tested
through  the   correlation  significant  test  (t  test)
[12, 25]. If this coefficient is significant, meaning
there is a linear relationship. The third method to test
this hypothesis is drawing the error values versus
estimated values ( ). If distribution of points has a
specific trend, this hypothesis is not correct and if
data have not a specific trend, this hypothesis can be
accessed [15].
Data that used for fitting the model is a
representative of the desired data.
Errors variance is constant (is homogeneous) In
other words not related to the independent variable
(x) or other variables such as time. To test this
hypothesis, charting residuals versus independent
variable were used. Lack of specific trends in the
distribution of points is marker that variance of errors
is constant [15].
Errors are independent of each other. To confirm this
hypothesis Durbin-Watson test was used.
Errors have normal distribution. To confirm this
assumption Kolmogorov - Smirnov test was used.
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Determination of Regression Model: After reviewing the In addition to the above criteria,  and PRESS was
assumptions of regression, regression procedures reported. The important point that a paired t-test has been
between two variables basal area and the percentage of done for mean comparison of fitted values to the data with
cross section surface of tree coverage cross section was equivalent observed values of them. In order to
performed and the relevant regression equation was qualitative assessment of model, equality of variance of
obtained. There is two hypothesis testing in relation to observational data collection and estimated data were
simple linear regression [19]. used that this operation was done through the F test [27].

Significant test of independent variable coefficient ( ). errors is less, model can further estimate the amount of
Significant test of constant coefficient ( ). dependent variable and that model recommended as the

Thus the above process, three regression equations
were obtained that all three were validation. Data and Experiment Condition: Total 46 plots with area

In order to validation of models, estimated value of of 20 R. and a rectangular shape with regard to error about
dependent variable for data that was not used in the 15% were measured. In each plot, the variables DBH (cm)
modeling was obtained by the appropriate model, then the and two perpendicular diameters of canopy cover (m)
estimated values and observed values were compared by were measured. Then cross-section surface of trunk at the
paired t-test [22]. If a significant difference between breast height (basal area) and cross sections canopy
estimated values and observation not be seen, validated cover for each tree was calculated. Data (plots) according
models are confirmed, otherwise, the model is removed to Threefold cross-validation Method, were divided into
and then for comparison are not. 3 groups until be used for selection and validation model.

Criteria  Used   to   Validation   and   Selection   Model: three groups randomly and equal. First and second
To validation and selection the best model, the various groups, each containing 15 data, the third group contains
criteria of coefficient of determination and error were used 16 data and generally be there 46 data. Dividing data into
[1, 26]. These criteria are shown in table 1. three groups had been done due to ensure validation data

Above criteria for two parts, modeling and validation set, Because of according to Montgomery et al. [1]
were calculated. Criteria of validation section should be minimum  number  of  data  to  evaluate  the  estimated
close to values of their equivalent criteria in modeling error is 15.
section until model validation is approved.

Selection the Best Model: For selecting the best model,
usually below Criteria are used [15, 22, 25]. Determination of Regression model in three stages

Coefficient of determination of model (R ) method. For example, in the first stage, the combination of2

The Mean of sum of squares error (MSE) first and second groups were used for modeling and third

Whatever the coefficient of determination is higher and

best model.

We tried, the data randomly and equal be divided into

RESULTS

was preformed based on threefold cross-validation

Table 1: Computed criteria for selection and validation of regression models
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Table 2: Results of Shapiro-Wilk normality test for two variable of dependant and independent

Shapiro-Wilk Test Dependent Variable (Cross Section Cover(m )) Independent Variable (Basal Area(cm))2

Group I (sets 1,2) Z  = 0/67,P > 0/05 Z  = 1/07,P > 0/050/05,30 0/05,30

Group II (sets 1,3) Z  = 0/86,P > 0/05 Z  = 1/45,P > 0/050/05,31 0/05,31

Group III (sets 2,3) Z  = 0/87,P > 0/05 Z  = 1/27,P > 0/050/05,31 0/05,31

(A)

(B)

(C)

Fig. 1: Scatter plot of Independent Variable x: (Basal
Area(cm)) and Dependent Variable y: (Cross
Section Cover(m2)) to check the linear Fig. 2: Chart  of  error  versus  estimated  values to
relationship- check  the  linear  relationship  -  A)  Group I
A)  Group  I  (sets  1,2), B  (  Group  II  (sets  1,3), (sets 1,2), B (Group II (sets 1,3), C) Group III
C) Group III (sets 2,3) (sets 2,3)
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Fig. 3: Chart  of  error  versus  independent  variable  (Basal  Area(cm))  To  check  homogeneity  of  variance  of  errors
A) Group I (sets 1,2), B ( Group II (sets 1,3), C) Group III (sets 2,3)

group used to validate. In the second stage, the in all three groups have a linear relationship. Figure 2 for
combination of first and third groups were used for all three groups revealed the distribution of points is not
modeling and second group used to validate. In the third a linear process. Results of a significant correlation
stage, the combination of second and third groups were coefficient test for all three groups, confirms linear
used for modeling and first group used to validate. The relationship.
results of the three groups follow:

With doing normality test, it was found that both (r = 0.86, p < 0.001),
variable data for three groups follow the normal Third group (r = 0.81, p < 0.001).
distribution.

With doing normality test become distinguished that Run the second hypothesis (Data used for model
data's of two variable follow for three groups of fitting is representative of the desired data). In this study,
normal distribution (Table 2). random sampling was used. For the implementation of this
Results analysis flung areas through the hypothesis samples were randomly selected and data
Mahalanobis square distance calculation method, as collection in three groups was classified as random.
follows. A point from the first group and third group, Stability or homogeneity of variance of from Figure 3,
four points for Casewise was diagnosed and for the showed that such data do not have a specific process has
next stage were removed. been fulfilled in this case.

Results  of  Regression  Hypothesis:  According to investigated through Durbin-Watson test and
Figures 1 and 2, the independent and dependent variables independence of errors was proved for the three groups.

First group (r = 0.88, p < 0.001), Second group

Hypothesis of independence of errors was
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Table 3: Regression model with test of model coefficients

Third group Second group First group

T test Constant coefficient t = 6.51,P < 0.001 t = 3.33,P < 0.002 t = 3.73,P < 0.001

Variable coefficient t = 6.13,P < 0.001 t = 9.04,P < 0.001 t = 6.67,P < 0.001

Model y = 8.4+0.03x y = 4.34+0.04x y = 5.81+0.03x

Table 4: Paired sample t test for evaluation of credit models

Third group Second group First group

t  = –0.55 , P > 0.05 t  = –1.18 , P > 0.05 t  = 1.59 , P > 0.050.05,13 0.05,14 0.05,15

Table 5: A summary of statistics derived from models obtained

Models R (%) R (%) MSE PRESS t test (valueP) F test (valueP)2 2
P

Group I 62 54.2 4.5 149.2 0.99 0.27

Group II 74 70.7 5.5 189.1 0.99 0.31

Group III 60 54.6 2.2 67.8 0.99 0.13

Table 6: Summary of statistics of estimation error for the models obtained

Models MAE SSE RMSE MAPE t test (valueP) test F (valueP)

Group I 1.9 77.1 2.4 11 0.13 0.13

Group II 1.8 65.8 2.1 13.6 0.26 0.37

Group III 1.6 74.1 2.2 7.2 0.11 0.30

Table 7: Ranked statistics values from model

Models R (%) R (%) MSE PRESS Ranks Mean Ranks Mean2 2
P

Group I 2 1 2 2 7 1.75

Group II 3 2 1 1 7 1.75

Group III 1 3 3 3 10 2.5

Table 8: Ranked values of estimation error statistics

Models MAE SSE RMSE MAPE Ranks Mean Ranks Mean

Group I 1 1 1 2 5 1.25

Group II 2 3 3 1 9 2.25

Group III 3 2 2 3 10 2.5

Third group that have this model: y = 8.4 + 0.03x, R  = 0.60, p < 0/.0001, Selected as the best model.2

(First group: Dw  = 1.74, p<0.05), Selection the Best Model: In order to select the best0.05

(Second group: Dw  = 1.84, p<0.05), simple  linear  regression  model  between the two0.05

(Third group: Dw  = 1.80, p<0.05). variables In order to select the best simple linear0.05

Investigation of Hypothesis of normal errors for all (independent) and variable percentage of tree canopy
three groups confirmed this assumption. (dependent), a summary of fit statistics are presented in

(First group: Z  = 0.61, p>0.05), Finally, statistics of estimation error for the models0.05

(Second group: Z  = 0.82, p>0.05), obtained for each group are presented in Table 6.0.05

(Third group: Z  = 0.68, p>0.05). Based on Tables 7 and 8, each model offers a rank for0.05

Simple   linear    regression    model    and   validate and for the highest values of determination coefficients,
them  for   different   groups   have   come   in   Tables  3 the highest rank was allocated. Best model, based on
and 4. higher average rank was selected.

regression model between the two variable Basal area

Table 5.

itself. For the highest values of error, the lowest rating
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION variance test and the proposed diagram Neter et al. [29]

In Statistics for each type of hypothetical pre-test
conditions provided that users are required to observe
them. Lack of attention to the pre-assumptions, will
violation of their potential difference and finally this issue
influencing the characteristics of regression equation [7].
The most influence of the nullity of presumptions is the
biased variance estimation, regression coefficients and
coefficient of determination, also is the biased tests
hypothesis, standard error of regression coefficient and
interval estimation. In such circumstances the amount of
estimated regression coefficients are correct, but
assumption tests and estimated distance is not true.
Model efficiency comes down when the oblique occurs
[7] this means that the results taken from the label violated
the hypothesis is pressed [24]. Therefore, the analyst
should first be inform the assumptions of regression and
then be able to implement these assumptions before the
regression to test. There are a series of different tests to
determine significant regression assumptions [7, 15, 24,
28]. Order of applying these tests is important because it
violated one of the hypotheses may be the next test to
discredit [7]. Appropriate tests for regression
assumptions in this paper are recommended. For
determine the accuracy of the first assumption of
regression (linear relationship between two variables)
different methods including charts and hypothesis testing
are presented. The concept of correlation is built based on
the linear relationship, therefore, as a precise method can
be used for this work [7, 15, 24, 28]. If you violate this
assumption, regression coefficient firstly, gives non-
oblique estimation of real values and predicted values
Secondly among other coefficients will not have lower
variance, predicted values will not follow the normal
distribution and standard error of regression coefficients
are developed oblique [7]. Results of correlation in this
study (r = 75, P<0.001) indicated that there was significant
linear relationship between two variables. Violations of
the second regression assumption (data used for model
fitting is representative of the desired data) cause oblique
problem in regression coefficients is the biased regression
coefficients and correlation coefficient, also is the biased
tests hypothesis and interval estimation [28]. Random
selection of data and random data to three sets of
evidence on this assumption is correct. Violations of the
third regression assumption (be constant error variance)
are result in lack of unbiasedness regression coefficients
but the other, standard error of regression coefficients will
not  be   correct   [7,  28].  In  this  paper,  homogeneity  of

(diagram of remains against independent variables), Both
of them are confirmed the accuracy of constant of
variance. Violations of the fourth regression assumption
(Errors is independent of each other) and violations of
fifth regression assumption (Normal distribution of errors)
cause low efficiency of regression coefficients (variance
of estimated regression coefficients does not reaches the
minimum value) assumption tests of estimation interval
will lose your credit [18]. Of course, violations of the fifth
assumption if sample size is large cannot create serious
problem [7]. Errors in this study had a normal distribution.
In this study, none of the regression assumptions were
not violated. Thus assumption tests, estimate of
coefficients, standard error of estimate of coefficients,
correlation coefficients and determine and estimated
interval of Submitted model are validated.
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